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“And a lot of fluid changes are like 

that. I’ll hear guys saying they want to 

do a particular service at home be-

cause they want to teach their son how 

to fix cars. And I’ll think, ‘But you don’t 

have the apparatus to change fluids 

correctly.’ Certain fluid changes cannot 

be made without a fluid pump and few 

people have those in their garage at 

home.” 

Another service that should be left to 

Chuck’s professionals is changing the 

brake fluid. It’s a service that is needed 

often and routinely. Most manufacturers 

recommend replacing the brake fluid 

regardless of mileage, every two to 

three years.  

“Doing that yourself could put you and 

your family’s safety at risk,” Doug said. 

“Brake fluid should be done by people 

who know what they are doing. And by 

doing it yourself, you would not be sav-

ing all that much money either. Chuck’s 

doesn’t charge much beyond the cost 

of fluids. And why would you want to 

crawl around under your car if you don’t 

have to? I know I don’t!” 

Doug is right. And I’ll add one more 

thing: Doug, Sean, and Vince have 

hours and hours of professional train-

ing. They are all Automotive Service 

Excellence (ASE) certified mechanics. 

This independent non-profit institute is 

dedicated to improving the quality of 

vehicle repair and service by testing 

and certifying automotive professionals. 

 The ASE seal of approval is the hall-

mark for quality work throughout the 

United States. So why try to do it your-

self and possibly risk your family’s safe-

ty? Come on down to Chuck’s and let 

our mechanics, who are the best in the 

business, take care of all 

your family vehicles.  
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hydraulic pump, disk, gears, and bands. 

The CVT runs a series of pulleys that 

are connected to a steel band rather 

than a fixed set of gears. Each system 

needs a particular type of transmission 

fluid in order to work properly.  

“For this particular car, you should not 

find red fluid,” Doug said. “It looked like 

someone changed their transmission 

fluid at home. I don’t recommend that.”  

When the ATF is put in a vehicle that 

needs CVT fluid:  

• The car will stall while shifting gears 

• The engine make a clunking sound 

• The gears will slip 

• The clutch system will lock up 

• The car will shift and drive rough   

And even worse – make this mistake 

and your transmission will dig itself an 

early grave in the dead car junkyard.  

“The transmission could quit doing its 

job and that would be the end of it 

$4,000 later,” Doug said. “That’s about 

what a transmission costs for this partic-

ular Nissan.” 

I founded Chuck’s Complete Auto Ser-

vice because I loved to work on cars. 

When my buddies and I were teenagers 

we  had our heads beneath the hood of 

some car, turning wrenches and tinker-

ing all weekend. We’d change spark 

plugs, adjust the carburetor and tune up 

the engine. We’d change the oil and 

transmission fluids and replace the 

brakes.  

But those days are long gone. With 

today’s complicated technology, cars 

and trucks are computers on wheels. 

One of the first thing Chuck’s mechanics 

do when you bring your car in is hook it 

up to a diagnostic machine that talks to 

your engine, tells us what could be 

wrong, and offers solutions. But it’s not 

that simple or cut-and-dried. That’s 

when the work truly begins. It’s up to our 

mechanics to get their hands dirty and 

determine exactly what the problem is 

and fix it. 

Servicing your vehicle is not some-

thing you should do at home. There are 

many perils in do-it-yourself (DIY) auto 

care.  

Doug had an experience recently that 

made this issue very clear and I want to 

pass the lesson on to you so you don’t 

make the same mistake.  

While working on a Nissan, Doug dis-

covered that the transmission fluid was 

red. Uh oh. That meant someone – pre-

sumably the car’s owner – had put in the 

wrong transmission fluid. This Nissan 

had the newer continuously variable 

transmission (CVT) which uses a fluid 

that is either blue, clear, or green.  

The CVT is different from the tradition-

al automatic self-shifting transmission 

systems. More important, the two sys-

tems need completely different fluids.  

Traditional transmissions work with a 
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Coming in for a vehicle inspection? 

 Please bring your vehicle registration and  
insurance cards into the office or put them in the 

after-hours drop box with your keys.  

 

Doug working to put yet another South 

Hills family vehicle back on the road. 

You know Chuck’s ASE-trained and certified mechan-

ics are among the best in the business. Bring your new 

vehicles to Chuck’s. Our mechanics are eager to ser-

vice your new cars with the high-quality and expert 

care they’ve been giving your older cars for years.   

A federal consumer protection act—The Magnuson-

Moss Act, says you may take your new vehicles anywhere 

you wish for service with your warranties remaining in ef-

fect as long as the auto shop you select uses quality prod-

ucts and professional mechanics perform the work.    

 



 

What it means: If the knock increases 

and decreases in speed with the RPMs 

of the engine, your vehicle’s engine bear-

ings are worn out. This will lead to en-

gine failure.  

You hear: A huge, groaning yawn. 

What it means: There is a problem in 

in your power steering system and a mal-

function is causing friction. Your power-

steering pump could be failing.  

What you should do: None of these 

noises should be ignored. Many of them 

indicate problems that could lead to cata-

strophic failures.  

Come to Chuck’s! Before this hap-

pens, bring those chatty cars and trucks 

down to Chuck’s. We will take them on 

test drives and listen well to their com-

plaints. We’ll run diagnostic tests and 

then we’ll go to work fixing what is 

wrong.  

You might not be schooled in “vehicle 

speak,” but it’s a language that Doug, 

Sean, Vince, and Ed speak fluently. And 

they know how to silence your vehicle’s 

noisy complaints through excellent-

quality repairs and service!  

   3 

$12,780 to ST. JUDE CHILDREN’S  
HOSPITAL 

   2 

Call Chuck’s! You’ve won a free oil 
change! Congratulations from 

 all of us at Chuck’s! 

home” jobs. An alignment is an elabo-

rate process. It brings the vehicle's sus-

pension into proper configuration and 

positioning. The caster, camber, and 

toe are adjusted so the vehicle's 

wheels are aligned both with each oth-

er and with the surface of a road. All-

wheel drive vehicles, especially SUVs, 

need to be aligned front and back at 

the same time. And no machine does it 

better than the Hawkeye. So if those 

moon craters on our South Hills roads 

have given your vehicle the shakes, 

Hawkeye will make the necessary re-

pairs. We look forward to seeing you 

soon! 

The purrrr of a well-tuned engine is a 

beautiful thing. But what if what you 

hear discordant sounds, a cacophony of 

clatter, clinking, clanking, and cater-

wauling? That’s something else entirely.  

Your vehicle will tell you when some-

thing is wrong if you listen. Here are 

warning sounds and what they mean.  

You hear: Finger-snapping, popping 

or clicking when you turn a corner.  

What it means: Your constant veloc-

ity (CV) joints on your front axle may 

need to be replaced. The CV joints 

accommodate the movement of the 

suspension and steering system to 

provide a smooth ride.  

You hear: A rhythmic squeak that 

speeds up as the car accelerates 

What it means: On a rear-wheel or 

four-wheel drive vehicle, this annoying 

mouse-in-distress sound could be a 

failing universal joint (U-joint) which 

connects the driveshaft to the trans-

mission.  

You hear: A squeal or screech. 

What it means: A belt in the engine 

could be wearing out. When it slips 

instead of grips, it will squeal.  

You hear: what sounds like a coin 

tumbling in your clothes dryer. 

What it means: A loose lug nut in-

side a hub cap caused when your 

wheel wasn’t tightened properly the 

last time it was removed and replaced. 

You hear: A grinding sound that is 

even worse than the one in your head 

at the dentist’s office.  

What it means: It could be your 

brakes. Something may be rubbing 

alongside the brake rotors, or the pads 

may be contacting unevenly with the 

rotors. It could also be faulty calipers 

which are designed to squeeze the 

brake pads against the rotor to stop 

the car. 

You hear: Sputtering, rumbling, or 

rattling beneath the car. 

What it means: Your exhaust system, 

which runs from the engine to the rear 

of the vehicle, may have a hole. The 

exhaust system consists of a catalytic 

converter, muffler, and an exhaust pipe. 

Over time, the components wear and 

the joints holding them together can 

loosen.  

You hear: Flapping or ticking. 

What it means: Your serpentine belt 

has partially broken and the frayed sec-

tions are striking neighboring parts in-

side the engine compartment. The 

sound will speed up when you acceler-

ate. Turning on the air conditioner may 

make the squealing or ticking more in-

tense. 

You hear: Whistling and it’s not 

“Dixie.”  

What it means: A high-pitched, shrill 

whistle can mean two things – your ve-

hicle may be running low on transmis-

sion fluid, or the fuel injectors are dirty. 

You hear: Knocking beneath the 

hood.  

412-831-2510

Not valid with any other offer 

Expires August 26, 2022
No cash value 

In Appreciation of our Valued Customers! 

75 McMurray Road 

Upper St Clair, PA 15241 

Copy this coupon and share it with family and friends! 

COMPLETE AUTO SERVICE 

Ed Grimenstein 

 of Bridgeville 

“Why didn’t you take the car to Chuck’s for service before we took the kids on vacation, Steve?” 

Chuck’s New Beauty 

The Hunter Hawkeye Elite is what’s 

new at Chuck’s! This state-of-the-art 

wheel alignment machine is the most 

powerful and up-to-date equipment 

available. As you know, updating our 

equipment is an important part of giv-

ing you the best possible service. And 

given the spring we are having that 

has left South Hills roads pocked with 

craters, we are very glad we have this 

machine.  

Pittsburgh is known for its potholes 

and if you’ve had the misfortune of 

hitting one, especially at high speed, 

your vehicle’s alignment system may 

have suffered damage. If your vehicle 

pulls in one direction or your steering 

wheel vibrates, you may need an 

alignment. Not getting one will also 

severely damage your tires.  

This is another “Don’t try this at 
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